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+18089220831 - http://831hawaii.com/

A comprehensive menu of Coffee Shop 831 from Honolulu covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Coffee Shop 831:
beautiful small coffee shop right on the main street. the staff are friendly and know the menu well and can make
recommendations. the cold brew is great, like the Papaya bowl. I recommend this coffee shop when they are in
the opposite. support local businesses? read more. The rooms in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and

can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What User doesn't like about Coffee Shop 831:
ok, so I have given this place miltiple chances as I love support local businesses but I am finished.....A piece

speck? really $10.99 and I open the sandwich to find a freakin’ piece speck like 4 lil disks of avocado a piece like
power-cheddar and fried egg! So I asked for spinat and they didn't. I asked for mayo and the little girl in the cash
says: "oh no I'm sorry where like a healthy place" I thought it's sorry a... read more. The large selection of coffee

and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Coffee Shop 831, You'll also find tasty bites, cake,
simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here. Even if you're not so famished, you can treat
yourself to one of the scrumptious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack, In the morning they serve a

extensive breakfast here.
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P�z�
PIZZA HAWAII

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
BURRITO

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO

Drink�
DRINKS

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW

Coffe�
DECAF

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SANDWICH

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

AVOCADO

CHEESE

BACON

EGGS

HONEY
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 07:00-15:00
Wednesday 07:00-19:00
Thursday 07:00-19:00
Friday 07:00-17:00
Saturday 07:00-13:00
Sunday 07:00-13:00
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